SPRAY NOZZLE
ROBOTIC TECHNOLOGY

UNMATCHED VERSATILITY, EFFICIENCY & OPERATING FLEXIBILITY FOR COMPLEX COATING & DRYING OPERATIONS
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ADVANCED SPRAY TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS TO MAXIMIZE OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY & REDUCE WASTE

The marriage of precision spray nozzle technology and robotics offers manufacturers a new way to coat and dry unusually shaped parts and/or parts of varying sizes. Integration of a robotic arm and vision system with precision spraying results in dramatic increases in throughput and reduced consumption of costly fluids.

In many conveyorized operations, spray nozzles are mounted above, below and/or on the side of the conveyor, coating products as they pass through the spray station. Uniform coverage of products can be achieved without any overspray in many operations. However, depending on the shape of the product and the spray pattern of the nozzle, some overspray may occur.

Spray nozzles mounted on headers are ideal for applying fluids to products of the same size and shape that are placed in a predetermined position. When product size or placement varies, fluid waste increases, coating accuracy decreases dramatically and QC problems escalate, creating scrap and/or rework.

The integration of a robotic arm and vision system with spray nozzle technology provides a high degree of accuracy and the elimination of coating waste. Instead of being in a fixed position, the nozzle is in motion and applies the coating based on the shape and placement of the product. The system automatically adjusts the volume of fluid dispensed, spray height, nozzle position and motion path to ensure precision coating.
SYSTEM BENEFITS

• **Reduced consumption of fluids and coatings through precise application.** Only the product is coated, eliminating overspray.

• **Uniform coverage of unusually shaped parts.** The proper volume of fluid is consistently applied – even in hard to reach interior areas. Consistent application reduces rejects, rework and scrap.

• **Increased operating flexibility and cost savings.** Eliminates the need for fixed product placement on conveyors and single product runs. Operators can mix and match products, which eliminates costly tooling for product orientation and downtime to change out spray setups.

• **Reduced labor costs.** System enables higher level of automation. In many operations, human intervention can be eliminated.

A CLOSER LOOK AT THE SYSTEM

Our spray nozzle system with integrated robotic technology consists of an automatic spray nozzle or compressed air nozzle, an AutoJet® spray controller, a robot with vision system and an indexing or continuous conveyor. The exact components will vary based on the application requirements.

Users can adjust the application rate of the nozzle through the touch screen interface for maximum operating flexibility. The vision system and robotic functions are pre-programmed prior to system delivery.

**IDEAL FOR:**

- Applying costly fluids where waste is undesirable
- Applying coatings to unusually shaped objects
- Applying coatings to products of different sizes and shapes on a conveyor
- Applying coatings to products in variable positions on a conveyor
- Applying fluids to products on high-speed indexing or continuous conveyors
- Coating, drying and blow-off applications; suitable for use in automotive, food, metalworking, plastics/rubber and other industries